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DRONE TATTOOING: EASY ASYLUM BOOTH ‘BUNDU EDITION;
RIC BOWER (IN COLLABORATION WITH NÁSTIO MOSQUITO)

For his presentation entitled Easy Asylum Booth, ‘Bundu Edition’ the artist Ric Bower,
(in collaboration with the Angolan artist Nástio Mosquito), posits a provocative
vision for the fictitious nation of Botrovia’s asylum policies.
Bower is currently working with Amir Karimi, an Iranian robotics specialist, to
develop a ‘tattoo drone’ commissioned by the Botrovian Ministry of Immigration
(trading as SooS ®️, or Skin of our Skin ®).
The project is centred around Fagot Koroviev (Bower), the Botrovian Minister of
Security’s proposal that refugee status in Botrovia is freely available to any nonBotrovian born applicant who is willing to sign over a portion of their skin for
Koroviev to draw on, with his tattoo gun.
In-so-doing Koroviev transforms the ephemeral, and swiftly-executed gesture,
of a life-drawing warm-up exercise, into a permanent tattooed statement on the
volunteer’s skin.

PREVIOUS PAGE AND FOLLOWING
PAGE:
Double-Wishbone, Lenticular-Trussed,
Cantilevered-Bascule, Drone Tattoo
Delivery Support System PROTOTYPE
734.5p , (DWLTCBDTDSSP734.5p)
fitted on drone and approaching Easy
Asylum Booth, ‘Bundu Edition’, tattoo
table with protective cover and helmet
with 360 degree camera attached
; artist’s impression; Easy Asylum
Booth, ‘Bundu Edition’, (presented by
the Botrovian Ministry of Immigration
trading as SooS® (Skin of our Skin)); Ric
Bower (in collaboration with Nástio
Mosquito); 2020
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‘HIGH DEMAND IS ANTICIPATED SO WE HAVE AUTOMATED
THE PROCESS FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE’:

To meet the anticipated high demand for asylum claims to Botrovia, (and because
of the impossibility of maintaining social distance whilst tattooing), the Botrovian
Ministry of Immigration (trading as SooS ®) are working hard to automate the
tattooing process by fitting tattoo guns on robotic arms to a fleet of specially
adapted drones.
The SooS ®️ drones will be operated centrally by Koroviev and his team, dropping
out of the sky into strategically placed, pop-up ‘Easy Asylum Booths’.
The applicant will receive encouragement during the tattooing process from A. L.
Moore (Mosquito), Botrovia’s illustrious leader, via a recorded message piped from
a bull horn attached to the nose of the drone.
Once the tattoo has been executed the applicant will immediately, and without
even a hint of bureaucratic procrastination, receive full refugee status in the Nation
State of Botrovia.

FOLLOWING PAGE:
Double-Wishbone, LenticularTrussed, Cantilevered-Bascule,
Drone Tattoo Delivery Support
System PROTOTYPE 734.5p,
(DWLTCBDTDSSP734.5p);
axonometric projection, anterior
and posterior elevation; Easy
Asylum Booth, ‘Bundu Edition’,
(presented by the Botrovian
Ministry of Immigration trading
as SooS® (Skin of our Skin)); Ric
Bower (in collaboration with
Nástio Mosquito); 2020
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THE UK ‘HAS BEEN CHOSEN’ TO HOST ‘A BOTROVIAN PR COUP’:

Koroviev has chosen the UK to showcase Easy Asylum Booth ‘Bundu Edition’ both
because of its physical and cultural distance from Botrovia and because of the UK’s
particularly uncivilised approach to implementing their asylum policies.
And to demonstrate his absolute confidence in Botrovian technological prowess
Koroviev has volunteered his own back to be the site for the world’s first drone
tattoo.
This groundbreaking technological feat (and certain PR coup for SooS ® the Botrovian
Ministry of Immigration) will be realised as a 360 live streamed performance on the
digital platform for artists Axisweb along with a short film, created in collaboration
with the Welsh filmmaker Pete Telfer, towards the end of 2020.
Bower will also be working alongside a small team of Iranian and Afghan expats
(domiciled in Cardiff) to realise this great Botrovian vision for SSI (Significant
Societal Improvement).
Easy Asylum Booth, ‘Bundu Edition’ is produced in partnership with Oasis Cardiff, the
refugee and asylumseeker charity. The project is supported by by Arts Council of
Wales and the arts charity Axisweb.
https://www.oasiscardiff.org/
http://arts.wales
http://axisweb.org
http://ricbower.work

Easy Asylum Booth ‘Bundu
Edition’ will culminate in a 360
livestreamed performance (hosted
by Axisweb) and a short film early
in 2021.

FOLLOWING PAGE:
Double-Wishbone, LenticularTrussed, Cantilevered-Bascule,
Drone Tattoo Delivery Support
System PROTOTYPE 734.5p,
(DWLTCBDTDSSP734.5p);
axonometric projection, anterior
and posterior elevation; Easy
Asylum Booth, ‘Bundu Edition’,
(presented by the Botrovian
Ministry of Immigration trading
as SooS® (Skin of our Skin)); Ric
Bower (in collaboration with
Nástio Mosquito); 2020
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Double-Wishbone, Lenticular-Trussed, Cantilevered-Bascule, Drone Tattoo
Delivery Support System 734.5p, (DWLTCBDTDSS734.5p) fitted on drone and
approaching Easy Asylum Booth, ‘Bundu Edition’, tattoo table with protective
cover and helmet with 360 degree camera attached ; artist’s impression (partial
render); Easy Asylum Booth, ‘Bundu Edition’, (presented by the Botrovian Ministry
of Immigration trading as SooS® (Skin of our Skin)); Ric Bower (in collaboration
with Nástio Mosquito); 2020
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PREVIOUS PAGE:
Advertising poster for Easy Asylum Booth,
‘Bundu Edition’ (detail) featuring Skin of
our Skin logo, halftoning of Insufficient Test
for Uncertain Loyalty 872 (Steps 1-5) and
section from Easy Asylum Booth ‘Bundu
Edition’ Terms and Conditions; Ric Bower
(in collaboration with Nástio Mosquito);
2020
CURRENT PAGE:
S-C L 627b, pigment print of half-toned
stock image, size variable, asy Asylum
Booth, ‘Bundu Edition’ ( Ric Bower (in
collaboration with Nástio Mosquito);
2020
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CONTEXT
ANOTHER LEADER/ TRANSITORY SUPPOSITORY

Skin of our Skin (you are my sugar-paper) ‘Easy Asylum’ Booth is a facet of Another
Leader/ Transitory Suppository, a rolling artwork that was initiated for Artes
Mundi 7 in 2016 by Nástio Mosquito. Another Leader/ Transitory Suppository is a
multifaceted alternative vision for how a small nation might interface with the
complex socio-political environment, in which it is thrust.
FAGOT KOROVIEV

Fagot Koroviev is a character transposed from Bulgakov’s novel The Master and
Margarita, in which he is an anti-establishment demon subverting the totalitarian
and pedantically bureaucratic organs of the Soviet state. Bower repurposes
Bulgakov’s character turning him into a figure of authority and an agent for
change within the Botrovian regime. Koroviev is not bound by social or moral
convention; he is endlessly inventive in his quest to rise to the challenges related
to societal protection and governmental control, which he perceives the modern
nation of Botrovia to be facing.

PREVIOUS PAGE:
Botrovian Seeker cover mockup (detail),
Skin of our Skin (you are my sugar-paper)
‘Easy Asylum’ Booth, 2020, Ric Bower (in
collaboration with Nástio Mosquito; 2020)
FOLLOWING PAGE:
A. L. Moore, video still from Transitory
Suppository: Act #I Another Leader, 2016,
Nástio Mosquito
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THE REVERSE-PANOPTICON, A BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO AEI (AESTHETICALLY
ENHANCED INTERROGATION)

Skin of our Skin (you are my sugar-paper) ‘Easy Asylum’ Booth follows on from The
Reverse-Panopticon, a brief introduction to AEI (Aesthetically Enhanced Interrogation)
which manifested as a presentation at Campfa gallery Cardiff in 2019. Artists Ric
Bower, Nástio Mosquito and Kelly Schacht explored the role that aesthetic visual
experience might play in disclosing truth within a political context
They invited their audience into the world of A. L. Moore (Nástio Mosquito), the
enigmatic Leader of the fictitious nation of Botrovia and to his Minister of Security
Fagot Koroviev, an ex art teacher, to whom creative expression is just another
vehicle of societal control.
The work manifested in a number of forms within the spatial context of an
installation redolant of an academic drawing class. Within the space there was an
audiovisual equipped leather sensory deprivation hood suspended from the ceiling,
by pantograph, into which A. L. Moore piped a personal message; the application
of a compulsory tattoo for the drawing class model; the ritual drinking of Botrovian
Truth Serum (vodka), which was administered by the Botrovian Presidential Guard; the
filling in of nonsensical Botrovian paperwork; the sharing of stories and the folding
and flying of paper drones to disseminate any truths that have been discerned. The
was performance was produced in conjunction with the Iranian and Afghan refugee
and asylum seeker community in Cardiff.
The Reverse-Panopticon, a brief introduction to AEI (Aesthetically Enhanced Interrogation)
was supported by Arts Council of Wales, Cardif Metropolitan University and The
University of Portsmouth

FOLLOWING PAGE:
The Reverse-Panopticon Drawing
Class, installation view, The Reverse-Panopticon, © Ric Bower,
Nástio Mosquito, Kelly Schacht,
2019, Fagot’s coat: Tom Clulee;
photo: Adam Robinson
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‘This exhibition [The Reverse-Panopticon] was genuinely
confrontational. I have worked with refugees for the past
ten years, and in that decade have seen many so-called
community art projects aimed at the topic of seeking
asylum... they tend to obsess over the experience of
migration and travel; these projects purport to empathise,
but the creative directors enter the project with fixed
narratives about migration and, knowingly or not, they
enjoy the power imbalance inherent in nationalism
between the citizen and the non-citizen. This exhibition
subverted the usual power balance we enjoy as an
audience for art and as citizens. The raw, emotional punch
came from its subversion of the UK Home Office interview.
I think this is what a collaborative effort really looks like, it
was probably the first piece of art involving asylum seekers
I have seen that wasn’t condescending’
Hugh Marwick, Asylum Lawyer for Migrant Legal Project
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ABOUT
RIC BOWER

As an artist Ric Bower uses satire to explore the role aesthetics play in disclosing truth in a
political context. These enquiries are often centered around issues relating to asylum policy.
Bower trained first as a draughtsman then as a photographer; his practice now extends into
writing, design, performance and tattooing.
He often assumes the persona of Fagot Koroviev (a nod to the Russian writer Mikhail Bulgakov’s demonic choir master) the Minister for Security of the fictitious nation of Botrovia.
Bower’s influences include the satirical illustrator Heath Robinson and the 19th century history painter Thomas Cole.
→ www.ricbower.work
NÁSTIO MOSQUITO

Nástio Mosquito is a multimedia, performance and spoken word artist. Often placing himself
centre stage in the work, Mosquito deploys mimicry to explore global and African politics. He
typically assumes roles not insomuch that they reflect his own cherished beliefs, but rather as
an artifice to express cunning observations on human follies manifesting in modern life.
→ www.nastiomosquito.com
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C L 73-c, pigment print of half-toned stock image, size
variable, Ric Bower (in collaboration with Nástio
Mosquito); 2020
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EASY ASYLUM BOOTH ‘BUNDU EDITION;
RIC BOWER (IN COLLABORATION WITH NÁSTIO MOSQUITO),
IMAGE CREDITS

C L 73-c, pigment print of half-toned
stock image, size variable, Ric Bower (in
collaboration with Nástio Mosquito);
2020

Fagot Koroviev, © Ric Bower,
Nástio Mosquito, Kelly Schacht,
Fagot’s coat by Tom Clulee 2019

Double-Wishbone, Lenticular-Trussed, Cantilevered-Bascule, Drone Tattoo Delivery Support
System PROTOTYPE 734.5p , (DWLTCBDTDSSP734.5p) fitted on drone and approaching
Easy Asylum Booth, ‘Bundu Edition’, tattoo table with protective cover and helmet with 360
degree camera attached ; artist’s impression; Easy Asylum Booth, ‘Bundu Edition’, (presented
by the Botrovian Ministry of Immigration trading as SooS® (Skin of our Skin)); Ric Bower (in
collaboration with Nástio Mosquito); 2020

Double-Wishbone, Lenticular-Trussed, Cantilevered-Bascule, Drone Tattoo Delivery
Support System PROTOTYPE 734.5p , (DWLTCBDTDSSP734.5p) fitted on drone
and approaching Easy Asylum Booth, ‘Bundu Edition’, tattoo table with protective
cover and helmet with 360 degree camera attached ; artist’s impression; Easy
Asylum Booth, ‘Bundu Edition’, (presented by the Botrovian Ministry of Immigration
trading as SooS® (Skin of our Skin)); Ric Bower (in collaboration with Nástio
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CONTACT
RIC BOWER
a:

Chapter, Market Rd, Cardiff, CF5 1QE, UK
e : amber@ricbower.work
t : +44 7971 789439
w : http://ricbower.work
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All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be
reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any
form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying,
recording or otherwise, without the prior written permission of
the publisher.
OPPOSITE:
Fagot Koroviev, © Ric Bower, Nástio Mosquito, Kelly Schacht,
Fagot’s coat by Tom Clulee 2019
FOLOWING PAGE:
Skin of Our Skin (you are my sugar-paper) ‘Easy Asylum’
Booth; dIgitally generated installation view, Ric Bower (in
collaboration with Nástio Mosquito); 2020
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Double-Wishbone, Lenticular-Trussed, Cantilevered-Bascule, Drone Tattoo
Delivery Support System PROTOTYPE 734.5p, (installed on drone and in
lowered postion), (DWLTCBDTDSSP734.5p); artist’s impression, three quarter
view; Easy Asylum Booth, ‘Bundu Edition’, (presented by the Botrovian Ministry
of Immigration trading as SooS® (Skin of our Skin)); Ric Bower (in collaboration
with Nástio Mosquito); 2020

